P
roprietary software vendors operate on a closed-source model: They develop their own software and release that software to the public with the intention of gaining market penetration and earning a profit. The open source movement, while still profitable in many ways to profit-oriented companies, relies on a different set of practices. In the open source movement, everyone capable of writing code is welcome to join in, a strategy that-according to open source advocates-directly leads to more robust software and more diverse business models.
While some challenge the general assumptions about the benefits of open source software development, 1 the evidence of popular buy-in cannot be disputed. People everywhere are adopting various open source distributions or participating in the general movement by contributing their own modifications.
We offer an overview of open source licensing and development and strive to clarify some of the main principles underlying the resulting software. Because so much has already been written about open source, we seek only to touch on some of its major themes and provide pointers to essential information about the movement and its general licensing structures.
OPEN SOURCE BACKGROUND
In 1984, Richard Stallman founded the Free Software Foundation (http://www.fsf.org/fsf/fsf.html), a tax-exempt charity that raises funds for work on the GNU Project (http://www.gnu.org/gnu/thegnuproject. html). GNU is a recursive acronym for "GNU's Not Unix" and a homophone for "new." The GNU Project seeks to develop Unix-compatible software and return software to a state of freedom.
Stallman is both an open source evangelist and a major open source contributor as the principal author of the GNU C Compiler (GCC), GNU symbolic debugger (GDB), GNU Emacs, and more. All these packages provide essential tools for GNU/Linux. The Red Hat 7.1 distribution, which collects some 1,016 packages altogether, contains 70 GNU packages.
The purpose of the Free Software Foundation is not to ensure distributing software to the end user without cost, but to ensure that the end user can use the software freely. From the Free Software Foundation's perspective, the term "free software" has nothing to do with price: A program is free software if you have the freedom to run the program, modify it to suit your needs, redistribute copies either gratis or for a fee, and distribute modified versions of the program so that the community can benefit from your improvements.
Because free refers to freedom, not to price, it is not contradictory to say that software can be both for sale and free simultaneously. According to the Free Software Foundation, the freedom to sell copies is crucial: Selling collections of free software on CD-ROM raises funds for free software development. Therefore, according to the open source definition of the term "free," a program that people cannot freely include on these collections does not qualify as free software.
The copyleft and General Public License are designed to guarantee this freedom. Copylefts are, in essence, copyrights with GPL regulations.
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LICENSING MODELS
Source license models fall into three general categories: free-the program can be freely modified and redistributed; copyleft-the owner gives up intellectual property and private licensing; and GPL-compatiblelicenses are legally linked to the GPL licensing structure.
In addition to open source licensing models, developers use hundreds of other licensing models for the many kinds of software they market, ranging from shareware to giftware to proprietary agreements, or anything in between. Each of these models contributes to the general confusion surrounding licensing arrangements and the terminology that describes them, because ordinary users seldom read software licenses in detail. Some common open source license models include:
• each with its own unique history. 2 Linux, perhaps the best-known open source software package, began modestly in 1991, seven years after the founding of the Free Software Foundation. Linus Torvalds, at the time a graduate student at Helsinki University in Finland, wrote a Unix-compatible operating system and posted it on the comp.os.minix newsgroup, single-handedly starting the Linux revolution.
Torvalds handed on the kernel maintenance to Alan Cox in 1994 but continued monitoring each kernel version to determine what should be left in and left out. Since 1994, Torvalds has let others deal with userspace issues like libraries, compilers, and the many utilities and applications that go into every Linux distribution. By doing so, Torvalds gives users and vendors the freedom to customize his work.
OPEN SOURCE DEVELOPMENT
The open source software development cycle, as the flow chart in Figure 1 shows, allows literally anyone to participate in the process, but having multiple participants means a massive coordination effort. Developers can use several different models to coordinate these large-scale efforts, from standardizing software-see the "Standardizing Linux" sidebarto offering participants T-shirts or other benefits. eXtropia uses the open source model to continually acquire contributions from the hundreds of participants who have helped the company produce welldocumented, feature-rich Web applications.
Given that project codevelopers may be scattered across the globe, they must agree on a version control system to avoid development chaos. Currently, developers can choose from three major multipledeveloper models for version control. Larry Wall's diff and patch for Unix offers one of the oldest standard ways to submit contributions. The diff process discovers the differences between two files to generate Among open source licensing structures, although the GPL license calls for the strictest regulation, complaints and public scorn currently provide the main methods for opposing GPL violations. Despite the absence of harsher sanctions, most companies are willing to correct licensing problems and release the modified version of their software to avoid a damaged reputation.
For example, nVidia modified the XFree86 driver for use in its graphics drivers, but did not release the code. Because part of the drivers' code falls under the GPL model, nVidia had to remove all GPL code, then re-release the drivers. In a similar case with a different outcome, Microsoft bought Softway Systems, makers of GPL-regulated software, and repackaged its products as Microsoft Interix to provide a Unix environment within Windows. By doing so, Microsoft could claim Interix as its own work, thereby skirting the GPL regulation.
Many commercial companies have begun using multilicensing models to avoid GPL violations. For example, Sun's StarOffice adapts three licensing models: GPL, LGPL, and SISSL. Ordinary users who can fulfill GPL regulations can use StarOffice under GPL.
The Linux Standard Base seeks to assure cross-distribution and backward compatibility of Linux applications without impeding innovation. Shared libraries are at the root of many application compatibility issues, especially when developers do not subject libraries to strict version control or when application writers don't know which version of a library to use.
Most OSs rely on shared libraries to provide applications with a set of standard functions and utilities that do not waste storage space. Linux, for example, usually includes essential and commonly used libraries such as glibc, pthreads, libm, Xt, and ncurses, among many others.
Applications compiled with a given version of a shared library will expect to find precisely the version they need at runtime. While it is possible for these applications to run with a later version of a library, developers cannot always guarantee this backward compatibility.
One way around this problem is to include multiple versions of libraries within a Linux distribution and allow applications to select the version they were built to use. While this sometimes works, it isn't always practical because adding library versions can use excessive space, undoing the value of having shared libraries. As a result, a system can appear to have several versions of a library, when in reality it only has several links that point to a single file.
While this situation commonly occurs because multiple applications require different minor versions of a given library, it is an impractical strategy for solving library compatibility. First, this approach simply isn't reliable enough. It also does nothing to prevent an installation from overwriting libraries with newer versions that may break backward compatibility. Fortunately, Linux's open source nature makes it nearly impossible for any single provider to make standards a moving target. Users can obtain the latest versions of core Linux libraries, regardless of the Linux distribution they use. LSB adds one more level of insurance. Regardless of how updates to an LSB-compliant Linux offering occur, they will not break LSB-compliant applications because the LSB libraries will remain untouched.
Adopting LSB standards offers many potential benefits. Welldefined standards provide guidelines that both noncommercial and commercial developers can use to produce good code. Broad LSB compliance means applications will run on every Linux box instead of being limited to a smaller segment of the Linux market. LSB gives every Linux provider access to a larger market because it encourages more suppliers, resellers, developers, and independent software vendors to support Linux. There is still a strong incentive for everyone to innovate without posing a threat to the open source nature of Linux itself.
For more information about LSB, see http://www.linuxbase.org.
Standardizing Linux
Proprietary developers and companies can use LGPL or SISSL, which both state that the source should be available only when needed to make certain modifications that address issues like incompatibility. Sun's decision to use a multiple licensing model means that software developers and users can make their own choices between freedom and ownership.
BUSINESS MODELS
Although Linux is gaining market share rapidlysee the "Linux Distributions" sidebar for a brief overview of the major packages-most desktop users remain with Microsoft. Those who seek alternatives, however, find a huge library of open source software. These offerings fall into three major categories: operating environments that provide consoles and GUI interfaces, daemons that provide various services, and programming toolkits and libraries that offer development functionality.
Although more proprietary packages are available, there are so many open source packages that most users can find an application that exactly meets their needs. Table 2 lists some of the most popular open source packages, showing their broad availability. Alternative solutions are available for users seeking a shift from, say, Windows to Linux.
Open source software does not cost much even when users purchase it from a third party such as Red Hat. Far more flexible than closed systems, open source software frees both software developers and hardware manEvery open source distribution vendor builds its version around the same evolving kernel. The vendors who publish the various Linux distributions test, integrate, and assemble these packages on top of the kernel. The following list describes a brief sampling of the most popular Linux distributions. For a more complete directory, see http://www.linux.org/dist/index.html.
• Slackware (http://www.slackware.com), widely used, somewhat commercial, very stable, and easy to manage, has a long history. You use pkgtool to control its TarBall packages. The rmp2targz tool can convert Red Hat packages for installation in Slackware.
• Debian (http://www.debian.org), a distribution that nearly 500 volunteers have formed and maintain, is not designed to turn a profit, but instead to promote frequent interaction between contributors and users. The Debian community gives credit to the appropriate developers in clear detail. Many advanced users find a great deal of flexibility in the Debian distributions.
• Red Hat (http://www.redhat.com), perhaps the largest distribution vendor in terms of both sales volume and market share, makes a package that's easy to install, uninstall, and upgrade. Most Linux vendors do more than simply sell the software. Red Hat, for example, leverages its valueadded services, relying not on profits that the software generates but on the revenue from charges for the services the company provides to its vast number of users. For example, Red Hat charges for setting up an Apache Web server, developer training, or 24-hour unlimited tech support for one year.
A company can also gain many related benefits from open source development and distribution, such as enhancing its reputation. For example, GNU has a reputation for releasing well-known coding packages, which makes it much easier for the organization to convince people to use its tools and services. In 1998, Netscape released its source code and rapidly gained market share, becoming the first-choice browser in most Linux distributions. This market position in turn helps the company sell its server products. W hile free software does give its users unprecedented flexibility, stability, and freedom of choice, various distributions tend to compete and imitate one another. As the "Standardizing Linux" sidebar describes, the Linux Standard Base organization promotes solutions to these fragmentation problems by facilitating the standardization of the various Linux platforms. The issue of fragmentation will likely 
